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Let L be a bounded linear Fredholm mapping of index zero, mapping 
a Banach space X into a Banach space 7. Then necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the solvability of the operator equation Lu = ƒ for ƒ e Y are 
well known. However the same satisfactory state of affairs does not hold 
for semilinear operator equations in which a compact nonlinear operator 
Nu is added to the right hand side of Lu = ƒ. Indeed, most recent ap
proaches to this problem attempt to place enough restrictions on the 
operator N so that L — N is surjective. 

A similar state of affairs holds in the case of elliptic boundary value 
problems defined on bounded domains CI <z RN. Recently, however, in 
the special case of the semilinear Dirichlet problem, 

(1) Au + k^u + h(x, u) = ƒ, u\dÇÏ = g(x), \h(x9 u)\ ^ M, 

where kx denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian A on Q, 
Landesmann and Lazar [1] found interesting necessary and sufficient 
conditions for solvability that reduce to the usual orthogonality restric
tions when h(x9 u) = 0. In [2], Nirenberg generalized the sufficiency con
ditions of [1] to semilinear operator equations of the form Lu = Nu + ƒ, 
where L is a Fredholm map of index p ^ 0 of a Banach space X into itself, 
and N is a compact map of X into itself. He also applied his result to the 
solvability of a large class of semilinear elliptic boundary value problems. 
However the conditions obtained by Nirenberg are not necessary in 
general, and in addition require the computation of topological invariants 
for their applicability. See also [3]. 

It is the purpose of this paper to provide computable necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the solvability of a class of semilinear problems 
intermediate between those of [1] and [2]. The conditions we obtain, on 
the one hand, can be considered as extensions of orthogonality to a non
linear context; and on the other hand, are independent of topological 
considerations. 

1. The Hubert space problem. Let H be a Hubert space over the reals, 
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and suppose L is a bounded selfadjoint linear operator of H into itself 
that is Fredholm with no negative essential spectrum. We also suppose that 
Nu is a C1 gradient operator defined on H, so that there is a C2 realvalued 
function JV(U) defined on H such that JV\U) = Nu, i.e. the Fréchet 
derivative of Jfu is Nu for all u e H. We wish to determine necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the solvability in if of the operator equation 

(2) Lu = JT\u) + ƒ. 

An immediate necessary condition is that 

(3) pT(w), w) + ( ƒ, w) = 0 for all w e Ker L. 

We shall determine conditions on Jf(u) such that (3) is also sufficient for 
the solvability of (2). A result in this direction is 

THEOREM 1. Suppose the C2 functional^ (u) satisfies the following prop
erties: (i) convexity on H; (ii) continuity with respect to weak convergence 
in H; (iii) as \\u\\ -* oo JV(U) S (c/2 - s)\\u\\2, where e>0 and c is the 
smallest positive point in the spectrum ofL; (iv) (JV'(W + z\ z) — Jf(w -f z) 
-> oo as ||z|| -> oo (zeKerL) uniformly over bounded sets \\w\\ ^ M in H; 
(v) Jf"{u) injective on Ker L /or every w. Then a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the solvability of (2) is the existence o f a ueH such that (3) 
holds. 

PROOF. For brevity, suppose (Lu,u) ^ 0 for all ueH. 
First we show that under the above hypotheses on Jf{y£% the critical 

points of the functional 

(4) J ( W ) = i ( L M ) M ) - ^ ( u ) - ( / , W ) 

under the constraint (3) are in (1-1) correspondence with the solutions of 
(2). Let (w l5...,wN) be an orthonormal basis for KerL, so that (3) is 
equivalent to 

(5) {JT\u\ wt) + (ƒ, wt) = 0 (i = 1,. . . , N). 

Thus the critical points just mentioned satisfy the equation 

(6) Lu = Jf\u) + ƒ + X KJf'\u)wh 

where the kt are real numbers. We shall show that JjJL i fcf^"(ti)W| 
= ^Vf,(u)w = 0 where w = £J= x ktwt. Taking inner products of each wj9 

with (6) (/ = 1,..., iV), we find, by virtue of (3\ that /q , . . . , kN satisfy the 
linear equations 
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(7) £ UJT"(u)wh Wj) = 0 (ƒ = 1, • • •, N). 
*=1 

Since JV is a C2 convex function, Jf'\u) is a selfadjoint nonnegative linear 
operator. Now (7) implies that (Jf"(u)w,w) = 0; hence Jf"(u)w = 0. As 
^"(w) is injective, w = 0. 

Next we prove the existence of an absolute minimum 10 > — oo for (4). 
Now any element ueff can be uniquely written as u = v + z where 
z e Ker L and v e [Ker L]1, so that the selfadjointness and positivity of L 
imply the existence of an absolute constant c> 0 such that (Lv, v) ^ c||i>||2. 
In addition, the convexity of JV(U) implies that Jf(v) ^ ^(v + z) 
- (Jf\v + z), z). Consequently, if u satisfies (3), we find, from (4), 

(8) I(v + z) = i(Li>, t;) - JT(v + z) - ( ƒ, t;) - (ƒ, z) 

(9) ^ J I N 2 - ^( t ; + z) - (ƒ, o) + (JT\v + z),z) 

(10) ^l\\v\\2-(f,v)-^(v). 

Now hypothesis (iii) implies that I(v + z) -* oo as ||u|| -• oo, as well as 
that infH I(u) ^ I0> - oo. 

Finally we show that inf /(w) over the class defined by (3) is attained by 
an element u0 satisfying (3). Since the functional I is differentiable, u0 will 
satisfy (2) and (3). Hypothesis (ii) on JV(U\ and (8), imply that I(u) is lower 
semicontinuous with respect to weak convergence in H. Therefore it 
suffices to prove that (a) the set S = {u \ I(u) ^ I0 + 1} fl S is uniformly 
bounded in H where E is the set satisfying (3), and (b) É is weakly closed. 
Since I(v + z)-+co as ||t?|| -• oo by (10), to prove (a) it suffices to show 
that I(v + z) -• oo as ||z|| -• oo and ||i?|| ^ M. However, by virtue of hypo
thesis (iv), this fact follows immediately from (9). 

Lastly, we demonstrate (b): The set 2, of elements ueH satisfying (3\ 
is weakly closed We note that the smoothness of Jf(u) and hypothesis (ii) 
imply that JV'{U) maps weakly convergent sequences into strongly con
vergent sequences. Consequently, if a sequence {un} satisfies (3) and con
verges weakly to u e if, u also satisfies (3). Thus S is weakly closed; and 
the theorem is proved. 

REMARKS. 1. Taylor's theorem applied to the functional JV(u) shows 
that hypothesis (iv) is satisfied if, for example, (JV"(V -f z)z, z) -* oo as 
|| z || -^ oo (zeKerL) uniformly for ||t?|| ^ const. 

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of (2) analogous 
to those of Theorem 1 can be proven if (iii) is weakened to lim i/r(u)/||w||2 
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< oo as ||u|| -* oo. Moreover for L nonnegative (with the notation defined 
above) such growth restrictions can be removed by replacing hypotheses 
(iii) and (iv) above with : (iii)' whenever u = v + z satisfies (3) and 
11 v 11 -• oo there are absolute constants cl9 s > 0 such that 

W(v + z\z) - JT(v + z) ^ - cx - fa - s)\\v\\2. 

2. An application to semilinear elliptic boundary value problems. Let x 
denote a point in a bounded domain Q c RN. Suppose 

Lu = Z O ^ N , I ^ I ^ ( - lt]D«{aJx)Dtu} 

is a formally selfadjoint elliptic differential operator of order 2m with 
smooth coefficients. It follows that the solutions of the linear Dirichlet 
problem 

(11) Lu = 0 in Q, D«u\dÇÎ = 0, |a| ^ m - 1, 

form a finite-dimensional vector space; while the quadratic form 

X aafi(x)DpuDau > 0 foTueC$(n)(u$0). 
|«| + |/J| = 2m J o 

Then as an application of Theorem 1, we determine necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the solvability of the semilinear elliptic boundary value 
problem 

(12) Lu = g(x, u) + ƒ in Q, Daw|aQ = 0, |a| g m - 1. 

THEOREM 2 Suppose the function g(x, u) is continuously differentiable and 
satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) the partial derivative gu(x, u) ̂  0 (but #0); 
(ii) for 0 < b < X% (the first positive eigenvalue of L\ \g(x, u)\ ^ b\u\ as 

|M|-> oo; 
(iii) jo uQu(x> u) du ̂ > co as \s\-+ co uniformly in x. 

Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of (12) is the 
existence of a function u e Wmf2(Q) such that \çi[g(x, u)w + /w] = 0 for 
all w satisfying (11). 

A useful example can be obtained by choosing g(x, u) = arctan u. We 
also note that the boundedness restriction (ii) of Theorem 2 can be con
siderably weakened by virtue of the Remark 2 above, and the extended 
theorem yields some sharp recent results on the existence of conformai 
metrics of prescribed Gauss curvature. 
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